Generations of the Shoah International Newsletter
July 2022

Dear Members and Friends,

For the first time in years, we are publishing a July edition of our newsletter. We are now accepting program information for August – October and we continue to post recent archived virtual events.

Thank you, and be well,
Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.

The form for event submissions may be found at: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at https://www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: https://www.facebook.com/.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The US Holocaust Memorial Museum makes Holocaust-related Ukrainian Archives available online.

Eli Rosenbaum, the American government’s top Nazi hunter, was appointed to lead the US Justice Department's Ukraine war crimes team. For more see articles in the FYI section below.

CONFERENCES

Virtual Conference on Holocaust Literature For Children and Young Adults
July 20, 2022  2:30 – 5:30 pm PT
Sperling Kronberg Mack Holocaust Resource Center, Las Vegas, NV
Register by email: suzi48dubin@gmail.com

Eastern European Displaced Persons, Refugees, and POWs during and after the Holocaust
September 5 – 9, 2022
Riga, Latvia

Medical Review Auschwitz: Medicine Behind Barbed Wire 2022
September 19 – 21, 2022
Krakow, Poland

World Federation of Jewish Child survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants Conference
November 4 – 7, 2022
St. Louis Grand Marriott, St. Louis, MO

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

Teaching about the Holocaust and Genocide
July 4, 2022
Montreal Holocaust Museum, Canada

Teaching in Troubled Times: An Interdisciplinary Inquiry into Teaching about the Holocaust and Human Rights
July 5 -16, 2022
The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI), New York, NY

Justice, Life, & Memory after the Holocaust
July 6, 2022  4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections
Summer Virtual Institute for Teachers:  
**Holocaust Testimony and Historical Comparisons**  
July 11-13, 2022  
Yale University Fortunoff Archive, New Haven, CT

Advanced Summer Seminar for Teachers:  
**Hidden Children and the Holocaust**  
July 11 – 13, 2022  
Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
For more information: jamaal@anatgerstein.com or call 347-545-2198

The Dangers Facing Helpers and Hiders of Jews:  
**Legal and Social Aspects, During and After the Shoah**  
July 11 – 14, 2022  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

Revealing the Stories behind the Artifacts  
July 12, 2022 3:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections

Learning about Historical & Contemporary Antisemitism  
July 12 – 13, 2022  
Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

Teaching Holocaust and Human Behavior  
July 18 – 21, 2022  
Facing History and Ourselves, Brookline, MA

Prewar Jewish Life  
July 18, 2022 4:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections

Commemorating the Deportation Process  
July 20, 2022 3:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections

Photography and Film During and After the Holocaust  
July 23 – 28, 2022  
Appalachian State University (in-person programs, but virtual access available)  
Scholarship application

The Holocaust in Film:  **Three Minutes: A Lengthening**  
July 26, 2022 4:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections
**Contradictory Sources:**
Specific Problems of the Holocaust in the Soviet Union
July 31 – August 4, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

The 1st Annual Holocaust Teachers of America Symposium
**Zachor Shoah: Holocaust & Human Rights Education for the 21st Century**
September 9 – 11, 2022
Atlanta, GA

The Post-War Period as Reflected Through Art
October 25 – 26, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

For more: zborowski.center@yadvashem.org.il

**UPCOMING EVENTS**

Now – July 1, 2022—Braswell Memorial Public Library, Rocky Mount, NC
Saint Peter Public Library, Saint Peter, MN
Bozeman Public Library, Bozeman, MT
Pendleton Public Library, Pendleton, OR

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibition **Americans and the Holocaust**

Now – July 10, 2022—Cascadia Art Museum, Edmunds, WA
Exhibit: **A Luminous Journey: The Art of Maria Frank Abrams.** Maria Frank Abrams was born in Hungary, she survived the Holocaust and came to the United States in 1948. Fees.

Now – August 2022—Chula Vista Heritage Museum, Chula Vista, CA
Exhibit: **RUTH: Remember Us the Holocaust**

Now – November 6, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: **Boris Lurie: Nothing To Do But To Try.** The exhibition of this Holocaust survivor’s art presents a portrait of an artist reckoning with devastating trauma, haunting memories, and an elusive, lifelong quest for freedom.

Now - November 30, 2022—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Theresienstadt Exhibition: **Last Stop Before the Last Stop**

Now – January 22, 2023—Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library & Museum, Springfield, IL
Illinois Holocaust Museum exhibit: **Stories of Survival: Object – Image – Memory**

July 1, 2022, 10:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Opening of the new core exhibition **The Holocaust: What Hate Can Do.**
July 5, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—YIVO Institute, New York, NY
**Kyiv and Kharkiv – Two Centers of Yiddish Culture, 1917-1941.** Delivered in Yiddish by Gennady Estraikh

July 7, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Curator Talk: *The Holocaust: What Hate Can Do* with Professor Judy Tydor Baumel-Schwartz and Rebecca Frank

July 8, 2022, 10:00 am MT—Arizona Jewish Historical Society, Phoenix, AZ
**You Are My Liberator** with Vernon Schmidt, one of the liberators of the Flossenburg concentration camp. RSVP required afusco@azjhs.org.

July 10, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Ghetto Fighters’ House, West Galilee, Israel
**The Art of Holocaust Remembrance – A Homage to David Friedmann** with Miriam Friedman Morris.

July 12, 2022, 6:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Film premiere and reception: *My Name is Sara* is based on the true story of 13-year-old Sara Goralnik who hid in plain sight passing as an Orthodox Christian in Ukraine, with star Zuzanna Surowy, director Steven Oritt, producers Mickey Shapiro and Andy Intrater. Suggested donation.

July 12, 2022, 6:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Online program: *Muslims, the Holocaust, and Antisemitism* with Dr. Mehnaz Afridi. Fees.

July 13, 2022, 8:00 pm ET—3G NY, New York, NY
**Everybody’s Bubi** featuring 3GNY Executive Director, Dave Rechess who will share the story of his grandmother, Sara Tuller.

July 17, 2022, 10:00 am PT—American Jewish University and Holocaust Remembrance via Zoom
*From the Darkness of the Shoah into the Light: The Dressmakers of Auschwitz* (Lucy Adlington), *A Life of a Child Survivor from Bialystock, Poland* (Benjamin Midler), *Honoring my Mother and Father* (David Lee Preston). For more information: Jeffthebaker@gmail.com

July 17, 2022, 7:30 pm ET—Dryden Theatre, 900 East Avenue, Rochester, NY
As part of the Ames Amzalak Rochester Jewish Film Festival: *Three Minutes - A Lengthening*

July 18 – August 29, 2022—Independence Public Library, Independence, KS
Watertown Regional Library, Watertown, SD
Laramie County Library System, Cheyenne, WY
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: *Americans and the Holocaust*

July 19, 2022, 6:00 pm PT—Museum of Tolerance, 9786 W. Pico Blvd, Los Angeles, CA
**Los Angeles premiere of My Name is Sara**, with actress Zuzanna Surowy, director Steven Oritt, executive producer Mickey Shapiro, and moderator Liebe Geft. Suggested donation. Free parking.
July 21, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—YIVO Institute, New York, NY
**Sutzkever’s Environmental Poetics** with Justin Cammy. Through a reading of Sutzkever before and beyond the ghetto, explore the connection between nature, landscape, and the search for a contemporary Yiddish spiritual vocabulary.

July 24, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors & Descendants, Philadelphia, PA
**Ukrainian Crisis: Helping Holocaust Survivors and Others** with Rabbi Michael Schudrich and Jonathan Ornstein, Director of the Krakow JCC

July 24, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
**The Children of Chabannes** is the story of how the people in a tiny French village chose action over indifference, and risked their lives and livelihoods, to save more than 400 Jewish refugee children during World War II, with filmmaker Lisa Gossels and Dr. Mordecai Paldiel, former head of the Righteous Among the Nations Department at Yad Vashem.

July 31, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
**Cartoonists Who Spoke Out** including Dr. Seuss and Herbert Block, with Rafael Madoff.

August 7, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
**Karski and the Lords of Humanity:** feature-length documentary about the man who tried to prevent the Holocaust, with filmmaker Slawomir Grunberg, Dr. Michael Berenbaum, Abraham H. Foxman, Dr. Mordecai Paldiel and Bozena U. Zaremba of the Jan Karski Educational Foundation.

August 23, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Saving Freud** book launch with author Andrew Nagorski

August 26 – October 7, 2022—Gonzaga University, Spokane, WA
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: **Americans and the Holocaust**

September 8 – November 30, 2022—Terezin Ghetto Memorial, Czech Republic
**Documentary exhibition** about Kurt Epstein, a native of Roudnice nad Labem, who was imprisoned in Terezin and Auschwitz.

September 13 – October 25, 2022—Northern Michigan University, Marquette, MI
**Missouri University of Science and Technology**, Rolla, MO
**Amarillo Public Library**, Amarillo, TX
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: **Americans and the Holocaust**

**FYI… FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

**FYI…** Online newsletters
*Arolsen Archives June 23, 2022*
*Memoria [EN] Nr 57 6/2022*
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Yad Vashem June 1, 2022
Yad Vashem June 8, 2022
Yad Vashem June 13, 2022
Yad Vashem June 20, 2022
Yad Vashem June 27, 2022

**FYI…** New tools for Holocaust research: *From Numbers to Names* provides a new way to explore Holocaust photo and video archives through AI. A team of engineers, data scientists, and researchers help to discover new insights and identifications through this effort. Most of The US Holocaust Memorial Museum's Photographs Collection, containing more than 34,000 photos, is now searchable by the discovery tool, but there are nearly one million additional photos that can be used to improve the scope and quality of the tool. Please subscribe to the mailing list to follow the latest news on these and related development efforts. [https://numberstonames.org/](https://numberstonames.org/)

**FYI…** *Invited to Life: Holocaust Survivors in America* is now on exhibit at the Center for Jewish History, New York, NY.

**FYI…** *My Name is Sara*, based on the true-life story of a 13-year-old girl who hid in plain sight passing as an Orthodox Christian in the Ukrainian countryside, premieres in theaters in New York on July 13 and Los Angeles on July 22, 2022.

**FYI…** Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown and beyond. Here are some of them:

June 1, 2022: [Defying Nazi Persecution](#)
June 7, 2022: [Artifacts Unpacked: The Wicker Chair](#)
June 8, 2022: [Haunted Laughter: Representations of Adolf Hitler, The Third Reich, and The Holocaust in Comedic Film and Television](#)
June 12, 2022: [Artistic Representations of the Plight of the Elderly in Terezin - 1942-1944 - Liz Elsby](#)
June 17, 2022: [Refugees in Search of a Safe Haven](#)
June 22, 2022: [Jan Grabowski: Hijacking Memory of the Holocaust: From Treblinka, Through Auschwitz to the Warsaw Ghetto](#)
June 22, 2022: [First Person with Holocaust Survivor Louise Lawrence-Israëls](#)
June 23, 2022: [First Person with Holocaust Survivor Rose-Helene Spreiregen](#)

[Click here for past videos from the Arizona Jewish Historical Society](#)
[Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees](#)
[Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin](#)
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.
Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO

**FYI...** For the latest on the Baltics

**FYI...** Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, or others.

**Across Borders: International**

Jewish Communities Around The World Observe Holocaust Survivor Day
Second Annual Holocaust Survivor Day Embraces ‘the Spirit of Celebrating Life’
VP Of EU’s Assembly Attends Event Marking Liberation And Rescue Day
$1,000,000,000 of looted Nazi cash may have been hidden in bank account for 78 years
NATO office on Texas Air Force Base removes print of storied Nazi combat pilot and his plane
Secrecy restrictions on key Wallenberg documents to expire - opinion
The Jew Who Spied for the Nazis - Tablet Magazine
Nazi propaganda at the United Nations
Israel to head Int’l Holocaust Remembrance Alliance in 2025
Israel Elected to Lead International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance in 2025
The Nazis didn’t ban all Germans from owning guns. That’s a lie spread by gun control opponents
German economy minister commemorates the Holocaust on Israel trip
Holocaust Survivors Welcome Ukrainian Refugees to Poland
Arnold Schwarzenegger to visit Auschwitz in fight to 'terminate hate'

**Australia**

Gender may be a clue to how Holocaust survivors coped
Victoria Becomes First Australian Territory to Ban Display of Nazi Swastika
Australian state bans Nazi swastika amid resurgence of far-right extremism

**Belgium**

Belgian teacher who hid Jewish children during Holocaust dies at age 101
Belgian woman who saved Jewish children from the Holocaust dies at 100
Belgian who smuggled 300 Jewish children away from Nazis dies aged 100
Bulgaria
Bulgaria's tsar a Nazi-collaborator, not hero, new book reveals

Canada
Canada Announces $2.5M Investment In Toronto Holocaust Museum
Winnipeg family awarded medal for ancestor's bravery during Holocaust | CBC News
British Columbia Adopts IHRA Definition of Antisemitism
Montreal teachers learn lessons at Holocaust Museum
Canadian Cops Raid Rural Properties Tied to ‘Extreme’ Neo-Nazi Group
Canadian Mounties Story New-Nazis Terror Group Members’ Homes

Czech Republic
Exclusive: Murdered Artist's Work Returned To Family, 80 Years After The Holocaust
Making The Survivor

France
French PM reveals trauma over Holocaust survivor father’s suicide when she was 11
A Legend of Innocence
Justice from beyond the grave
How a Holocaust survivor helped win the fight for abortion rights

Germany
Her father fled the Nazis. She's the new US ambassador to Germany
German prosecutors in race against time to try last Nazis over WWII crimes
101-year-old ex-guard from Nazi camp convicted by German court as accessory to 3,500 murders
German court jails 101-year-old ex-SS guard
101-year-old former Nazi concentration camp guard sentenced to five years for Holocaust atrocities
Former Nazi Guard at Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp Sentenced to Five Years in Prison
The wild history of the Bavarian castle hosting this week’s G-7 summit
Bavarian castle hosting G-7 was Nazi vacation camp, Holocaust sanctuary
Holocaust survivor and author Boris Pahor dies at 108
Oldest Holocaust survivor, author Boris Pahor, dies aged 108
Holocaust Chronicler Boris Pahor Dies At 108
How a once-neglected Slovenian writer survived the Nazis camps to live to 108
The Jew Who Spied for the Nazis

A WWII Family Secret: How Two Trailblazing Female Artists Were Rediscovered

European Rabbis Meet in Germany for Landmark Conference

Emotional Dachau Ceremony Acknowledges The Slow Repair Of Jewish Life In Germany

My First Visit to a Concentration Camp

Why I Said Yes To A Memorial Stone For My Family in Germany

Newly released doctor's letters offer rare insight into Adolf Hitler's health anxiety, report says

Hitler’s fear of serious illness revealed in newly discovered letters

Germany abolishes Nazi-era abortion law

Germany Antisemitism Commissioner and Other Antisemitism Efforts

German Prosecutors Halt Probe into KKK Group

Germany: Police arrest suspect accused of spreading Nazi propaganda

Men with neo-Nazi banners gather outside German synagogue on anniversary of arson attack

'Stop white genocide': Neo-Nazi rally outside German synagogue on attack anniversary

Rick Steves’ Europe: Berlin’s Reichstag: Teary-Eyed Germans and a Big Glass Dome

Iraq

Why we need to remember the Farhud

Why Did the Media Forget ‘Iraq’s Kristallnacht’ on Its Anniversary?

Israel

Holocaust survivors may have greater mental resiliency than peers - study

'I lit the oven, put the body in, and that was that. All I did was turn Eichmann into ashes'

The Strad News - Israeli Holocaust violin restorer receives award for service

Remembering The Legacy Of Raoul Wallenberg

Son of Holocaust survivors reunites with daughter of rescuer at Yad Vashem

‘Tehran’ creator channels mom’s Holocaust survival when writing thriller series

'Wannsee': Where the 'Final Solution' of the Holocaust was pushed-review

Luxembourg

Luxembourg’s royal family took refuge in Quebec during Second World War; crown prince

Netherlands

80 years ago Anne Frank started her diary, a landmark of world literature

Nazi-Looted Painting Returned to 101-Year-Old Dutch Woman
**New Zealand**

Government Decision To Join International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance Welcomed

**Poland**

Renovation Work in Poland Finds 60 Jewish Tombstones Near Old Gestapo Building

The Abortionist Of Auschwitz

Jozef Walaszczyk, Poland’s oldest rescuer of Jews, dies at 102

Polish Man Who Rescued Jews During The Holocaust Dies At 102

Jozef Walaszczyk, rescuer of Jews in Holocaust, dies at 102

Oldest Righteous Who Saved Over 50 Jews From The Holocaust Dies Aged 103

‘Intolerable’: Poland Rejects Israeli Demand for Armed Guards to Accompany School Trips to Holocaust Sites

Israel suspends school trips to Poland, citing interference in content and security issues

Israel nixes youth trips to Poland over Holocaust education spat

Israel cancels youth trips to Poland over Holocaust studies

Poland wants formal rules for Israeli Holocaust study trips

Poland calls for ‘regulated’ Holocaust educational trips amid dispute with Israel

Two days in Krakow: OUWB medical students learn about Jewish life in Poland as part of deep dive into Auschwitz

A Jew And An Arab Walk Into Auschwitz

Haunting WWII Photos Taken By Wehrmacht Soldier In Lublin Reveal 'Ordinary Lives' Of Hitler's Occupying Forces

**Portugal**

Porto Jewish community calls Portugal’s criminal probe into its actions ‘Holocaust against families’

**Russia**

Russia Still a Threat Even if Putin Dies, Says Renowned Holocaust Investigator Now Probing War Crimes in Ukraine

**UK**

BBC Fails to Accurately Report Remark by UK Politician Who Compared Israel to Nazi Germany

A top UK general compared the invasion of Ukraine with Hitler's aggression before World War II

Teach Slavery In Schools Alongside Holocaust, Urges Prince Charles

Holocaust Memorial by Parliament will go ahead, vows Government
Escape from Auschwitz: the most extraordinary Holocaust story you’ve never heard
The School That Escaped the Nazis’ Review: Field Trip to Freedom
‘We’d have perished’: woman, 91, returns to Jersey where she fled Nazis in 1940
British Jewish liberator of Bergen Belsen dies, aged 96
Bernard Levy: The Last Jewish Liberator Of Bergen-Belsen
Community Tributes Paid To Bernard Levy, Kind Liberator Of Bergen-Belsen Concentration Camp
An Important Lesson From the Holocaust
Tributes to Marina Smith, one of Britain’s most respected Holocaust educators
Marina Smith, pioneering Holocaust educator dies at 87
Obituary: Jack Aizenberg - A Holocaust Survivor, A Family Man, A 'Real-Life Superhero'
Kindertransport Refugee Who Became A Judge Dies Aged 91
'Auschwitz Escapee Is A Hero But Also A Prophet Whose Warnings Were Ignored'
‘A great moment in history’: Holocaust survivor remembers Queen’s 1953 coronation ahead of Jubilee
Holocaust survivor given MBE by Queen in Jubilee honour's list
First 'Stumbling Stone 'Memorial In UK Installed Where Art Conservationist Worked
London Stolperstein stone: First UK plaque for Holocaust victim unveiled
Holocaust Survivor Reunited with Daughter After 80 Years - aish.com
Children's Author Writes Sonnet To Mark 75th Anniversary Of Anne Frank's Diary
Celebrities help Anne Frank Trust mark 75 years since diary publication
Matt Lucas Discovers His Cousin Lived With Anne Frank
Nazi or KGB agent? My search for my grandfather’s hidden past
Me and You: ‘Visiting Yad Vashem Was A Life-Changing Day’
Rabbinical Committee: Holocaust Survivors Stand Up Against Discriminatory Schools  Bill
Edmund de Waal Addresses Jewish Heritage In New Collection Of Porcelain Works
The man who escaped from Auschwitz so he could warn Jews of what awaited them there
Book Review: Alice's Book:  How The Nazis Stole My Grandmother's Cookbook

USA
80 Years Ago This Week: FDR, and the rubble that could have been Jews
Google engineer identifies anonymous faces in WWII photos with AI facial recognition
AI facial recognition tech identifies rocker Geddy Lee’s mother in anonymous Holocaust photos
The Holocaust, Ukraine and the promise of ‘Never Again’
Nazi hunter to lead Justice Department’s Ukraine war crimes team
Top US 'Nazi hunter' to lead Justice Department effort to uncover war crimes in Ukraine
‘Nazi hunter’ Eli Rosenbaum tapped to head DOJ team investigating war crimes in Ukraine
How the top U.S. Nazi hunter intends to bring Russian war criminals to justice
A Ray Of Hope Amid Rampant Ant-Semitism - Opinion
Trump’s pick for Pennsylvania governor says he sees ‘parallels’ to Hitler’s power grab in Capitol riot
Intelligence contractor, alleged Nazi sympathizer charged in Jan. 6 riot
Before WWII, Jewish mobsters kept Nazis at bay in the US — with their fists
Carl Paladino Calls Hitler ‘the Kind of Leader We Need,’ Drawing Backlash
Elise Stefanik-backed Republican straight up praises Hitler: "The kind of leader we need today"
Paladino Draws Backlash for Calling Hitler 'The Kind of Leader We Need.
Saying Hitler Is 'Kind of Leader We Need' Was Mistake, NY GOP Congress Hopeful Admits
New York Republican Party in Turmoil Over Candidate Who Praised Hitler
Hitler-quoting Illinois Republican no stranger to controversy in her short time in office
White Supremacists Are Riling up Thousands on Social Media
Doug Emhoff spoke to a Holocaust survivor — and his AI twin — at a cutting-edge exhibit in Los Angeles
Ron DeSantis to speak at Chelsea Piers on Sunday following Jewish museum flap
They Called Us Nazis for Attending a Jewish Conference
MSNBC guest: ‘It’s not hyperbole to draw comparisons’ between ‘Germany before the rise of Hitler,’ GOP today
Senior US cop who displayed Nazi sign, made Holocaust jokes gets $1.5 million payout
Kent To Pay $1.5 To Officer Who Shared Nazi Symbol
A cop displayed Nazi symbols and joked about the Holocaust. A city near Seattle paid him $1.5 million to go away
Two Ivy League presidents are stepping down. They leave different legacies on campus Israel speech and antisemitism.
Miami Proud: Lost Photos Dating Back To The Holocaust Reunited With Family Members
Google honors the life of Anne Frank with diary doodles
Why Anne Frank’s diary holds a special place in Holocaust literature even after 75 years
Letters From Anne Frank’s Father, Otto Frank, Donated to U of SC
Having Anne Frank’s version of her diary could change how we see it
Saving the Jews of Denmark
WWII Vet Who Escaped Nazis Finally Gets Purple Heart, Prisoner of War Medal Nearly 80 Years Later
Renowned Holocaust exhibit comes to LI as reminder of evils of hate

World Focus: Reuniting with another Holocaust survivor

Andrée Geulen, savior of Jewish children in wartime, dies at 100

Our grandmother lived 100 years. Her legacy of saving Jewish children from Nazis lives on.

Fred Manasse, physicist, sculptor and voice for fellow Holocaust survivors, dies at 86

Robert Fisch, Minneapolis Doctor, Artist, And Holocaust Survivor, Dies At 97

A Holocaust Survivor’s Secret Sadness

Two Holocaust survivors celebrate long-delayed b’nai mitzvah together – J.

The Holocaust Survivor Who Pushed Hollywood’s Boundaries

Life after tragedy: Holocaust survivors and family members share stories of survival and enduring love

Student Contest Winner: Hidden Child, Hidden Identity: The Story of a Holocaust Survivor

Preserving and Sharing the Story of the Holocaust

"Hymns of Auschwitz" to be performed at Carnegie Hall years after composer's death

Hymns from Auschwitz

Holocaust memoir from founder of attacked Colleyville temple - review

An American Unsung Hero of the Shoah: Stephen Klein

Children's book tells the story of Eva Kor and the Holocaust

Triangle teacher And Family Of Holocaust Survivor Keep His Message Alive

US Holocaust Memorial Museum Opens Ukrainian Archives to Public for the First Time

Teaching history: On the U.S., the Holocaust and the enduring lessons of the past

Florida Holocaust Memorial: See what the monument in Tallahassee will look like

'Shoah Ambassadors' Wins Three Michigan Emmy Awards

Risking Their Lives to Defy Hitler

Arthur Szyk: An Illustrator of Moral Clarity and An Artist for Our Time

Liberty art professor does live sculpting during Holocaust remembrance event » Liberty News

Faculty Expert Reflects On 80th Anniversary Of Holocaust Publication

Holocaust Education Day | Middle Tennessee State University

Augusta center to offer free Holocaust, anti-bias work seminars

Wigan Borough School Receives Keepsakes For Holocaust Memorial Day Performance

Part VI: What Happened to the Gypsies was Genocide

Part VII: Conclusion: The Holocaust has no Equivalents

"Assassins in White Coats"
Number tattoos inspired by 'Stranger Things' spark backlash
PSA: Helen Mirren to Star in a Holocaust Movie For Kids – Kveller
What happens if a Black non-Jewish woman plays Anne Frank? – J.
A California hate crimes bill separates Nazi symbols from Hindu swastikas
Idaho Police Arrest 31 White Nationalists in Back of U-Haul
White supremacists are riling up thousands on social media
8 Texas residents among alleged white nationalists arrested in Idaho with plans to riot
Death threats and doxxing: Neo-Nazis target Idaho cops for busting Patriot Front white supremacists
Holocaust awareness exhibit on display at Bozeman Public Library
Documentary About Holocaust Survivor and Hollywood Filmmaker Premieres at Tribeca Film Festival
‘The Survivor’s Ben Foster, Director Barry Levinson & Key Creatives On Holocaust Drama’s Challenges & Unconventional Timelines – Virtual Screening Series
NBA star Enes Kanter Freedom brings Holocaust education to Muslim school in Brooklyn

Vatican
The Pope’s Secret Back Channel to Hitler
‘Once We Have Peace, the Catholics Will Be More Loyal Than Anyone’: New Book Reveals Wartime Pope’s Message to Hitler During Secret Talks
Pope Pius XII was not ‘neutral’ on Holocaust, fumes Pulitzer-winning historian
Vatican's Pius XII archives begin to shed light on WWII pope
Vatican documents show secret back channel between Pope Pius XII and Adolph Hitler
Pulitzer Prize-Winning Historian Details Pius XII's Troubling Alliances With Mussolini, Hitler
Why Second World War pope was advised not to help Jews is revealed in new book
Holocaust memorial chairman thanks pope for opening archives
In 1st, pope hosts Yad Vashem director at Vatican — but didn’t discuss Catholic Church’s Holocaust controversies
Pope Francis puts Jews’ desperate wartime appeals to Pope Pius XII online
Vatican publishes requests from Jewish people to Pope Pius XII during Holocaust
The Vatican will release WWII-era ‘Jewish files’ online, including unanswered pleas to the pope
Vatican releases letters from Jews pleading for help during the Holocaust

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or
her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.

**GSI Coordinating Council**

Esther Finder [Generations of the Shoah – Nevada and Holocaust Survivors Group of Southern Nevada]
Anat Bar-Cohen [Generations After, DC],
Klara Firestone [Second Generation, LA, CA]
Sandy Hoffman z”l [Generations After, WI]
Dina Cohen [Generations of the Shoah, NJ]
Ken Engel [CHAIM, MN]
Charles Silow [CHAIM, MI]
Doris Schwarz-Lisenbee z”l [Second & Third Generation Programs Silicon Valley Holocaust Survivor Association]
Raymonde (Ray) Fiol [Holocaust Survivors Group of Southern Nevada]
Janice Friebaum [Phoenix Holocaust Association]
George Foster [Australian Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors & Descendants]
Michelle Edgar [3GNY / 3GNJ]
Tali Nates [Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre & South African Holocaust & Genocide Foundation]
Alissa Foster [Youth HEAR, Sydney, Australia]
Michele Gold [Second Generation Network, LA, CA]
Michael Newman, Association of Jewish Refugees (AJR) [London, UK]
Webmaster: Anna Schiffer

**GSI Advisory Group**

Adena Astrowsky (Phoenix, Arizona, USA)
Sherry Bard (Los Angeles, California, USA)
Daniel Brooks (New York, New York, USA)
David Kader (Phoenix, Arizona, USA)
Pepi Nichols (Houston, Texas, USA)
Julia Sussman (Sydney, Australia)
Barbara Wind (Charleston, South Carolina, USA)